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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Thermal management for computer processors is always one of main concerns for
computer manufacturers and users (Mustapha, 2010; Choi et al., 2012; Mital, 2013). This
thesis will examine detailed a passive cooling technique for computer processors with the
use of liquid Fluorinert FC-72 as a coolant. When a computer operates, its central
processing unit (CPU) produces a considerable amount of heat for it size. If this heat
does not dissipate properly, it would cause overheating issues and subsequently damage
to the processor (Bar-Cohen et al., 1989; Naphon and Somchai, 2010; Smith, 2010). To
overcome these issues, numerous cooling techniques to enhance heat transfer of computer
processors have been extensively studied (Shein, 2013). The common existing cooling
techniques are to remove heat from the components by mean of flowing air, so called
forced air convection, throughout a heat sink with electric fans. However, using fans for
cooling posts some disadvantages, such as generating noise, vibration, and collecting dust
overtime (Choi et al., 2012).

The manufacturing cost of fans and the electric

consumption of operating fans are other drawbacks.

Advances in the computer

technology require faster processors, which have higher transistor density and faster
clock frequency (El-Genk, 2012).

Consequently, high fidelity in heat control

management, especially advanced methods of cooling computer processors, will be
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required. A most promising technique is to cool the processors using Fluorinert FC-72 as
a coolant in a passive manner. It is because this technique eliminates the aforementioned
drawbacks of traditional cooling, and it can remove a large amount of heat while
maintaining the processor’s temperature around the FC-72 boiling point (56oC), which is
safe for the processors’ operation.
In this chapter, a brief introduction of various cooling techniques for computer
processors will be given.

The FC-72 coolant as well as its cooling capability and

characteristics will be discussed. Chapter 2 will introduce heat transfer theory related to
the subject of research topic.

The test setup and procedure of experimentally

investigating passive cooling technique using FC-72 will be the focus of chapter 3.
Chapter 4 will present the test results with discussion on the findings. The conclusion for
this research as well as recommendations on future work will be in the final Chapter 5.

1.1.

Thermal Management Demand in Computer Processors Operation
A primary parameter to define the computer processor performance is the number

of processing operations per second, also called base frequency, or clocking speed. For
example, the processor Intel Pentium 4 3.0 GHz (Gigahertz) has 3.0 GHz or 3x109
operations per second.

Generally, the higher frequency (typically at multi GHz) a

processor operates at, the more heat it generates. Due to the heat transfer consideration, a
well-known processor manufacture, Intel Corporation, has recently released newly
redesigned processors, Core i3, i5, and i7, Intel.com. The surface area for removing heat
from the processors was doubled in Core i3, and quadruple in Core i5 and i7 as compared
to its previous processor Pentium 4 (Smith, 2010). However, if the thermal problems are
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solved, the processor can increase their clocking speed without significant redesign
(Smith, 2010).

As mentioned previously, considerable methods for cooling the

processors have been investigated with an attempt of overcoming the overheating issue.
Among them, the method of using FC-72 to passively cool computer processors has
shown promising results. This technique carries U.S. Patent number 8,953,318 B1 listed
February 10, 2015, entitled “Passive Cooling Systems and Methods for Electronics”
(Smith and Bishop, 2015). Along with the passive cooling techniques, many other
methods have been also developed over the years. Some overviews will be presented in
the next sections concentrating on what researchers have done in solving the thermal
problems in electronic devices, especially in computer processors.

1.2.

Overview of Cooling Techniques
Due to an interest of developing processors to operate at faster speeds, researchers

have spent extensive efforts to find effective ways of removing heat generated from
processors. Mustapha (2010) listed a number of techniques to cool computer processors,
including heat spreading, air-cooling, indirect and direct water-cooling, immersion
cooling, refrigeration cooling, thermal electric cooling, and phase change material
passive cooling. Other cooling methods utilize high thermal conductivity materials,
thermal interfaces, equipment/facility interface, passive two-phase devices, micro
channel transport and pumps, jet impingement, miniature flat heat pipes, and
piezoelectric fans.
Joonho and Sung (2012) reviewed and summarized six main categories of thermal
management: temperature monitoring, floor planning, compiler technique, micro-
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architectural techniques, liquid cooling techniques, and thermal reliability/security. In
the aforementioned categories, the liquid cooling technique has post a promising
outcome. The technique offers more effective and efficient ways to cool processors than
its conventional air-cooling counterpart does.
Shein (2013) utilized other cooling techniques, including the use of heat spreader
with high-conductivity thermal materials, replacement of heat spreader using
aluminum/copper by carbon nanotubes, utilization of water as a new coolant instead of
air, reduction of processor’s power consumption by piezoelectric fans, and application of
dielectric fluids or conversion heat to electricity.
All aforementioned cooling methods can be divided into two groups of cooling
techniques. The first group contains techniques based on air convection, and the second
group relates to liquid cooling techniques including FC-72 as a coolant. These two main
groups are schematically shown in Figure 1.1 and are discussed in the next sections.

1.3

Cooling Techniques with Air Convection
Cooling techniques based on air convection can be categorized into three main

groups. The first group contains techniques with changing heat sink designs, the second
group uses higher conductivity materials, and the third group includes some techniques
such as using piezoelectric fan that are less important to the focus of this thesis.

1.3.1

Cooling Techniques Using Various Heat Exchanger Designs
Cooling methods are required to maintain the CPU temperature below 70oC,

which is within the safety region of processor operation (Vogel and Xu, 2005).
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Figure 1.1 Charts of Cooling Techniques for Electronic Devices
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Currently, a common way to remove heat on computers is to use an electric fan to
flow cool air throughout the heat sink of processors. This air-cooling with electric fans is
still a preferred choice due to the air availability, the ease of maintenance, and the
harmlessness of air-operation. The effectiveness of air-cooling can be improved by using
of materials having the high heat transfer coefficient and increasing exposed surface area
(Soule, 2001). Many studies have focused on these two aspects. Jung et al., (2007)
designed heat sinks with and without horizontal embedded heat pipes as in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2 (a) shows a heat exchanger system including one heat source at the bottom and
a fan at the top. The fan sends air through the heat sink to remove heat. Figure 1.2 (b)
has the same main parts of the heat exchanger, but it has two additional heat pipes. These
heat pipes play a very important role in improving heat transfer effectiveness (Groll et al.,
1998; Kwang-Soo et al., 2003; Yousefi et al., 2013). Jung et al. (2007) also concluded
that using heat pipes is one of the best solutions for thermal problems. However, there
are some drawbacks with these heat exchanger designs. Duan and Muzuchka (2004)
have recognized that enlarging the fin surface area of the heat sink component would
reduce the total thermal resistance of the system. However, increasing the fin surface
area would increase the heat sink size and manufacturing cost. Another way to improve
heat removal is to increase forced air convection by rising up the fan speed In spite of its
benefit, this option would elevate the noise level, vibration, dust accumulation, and power
consumption. Because of these drawbacks, researchers continue inventing other designs.
Zhou and Yang (2008) came up with another heat exchanger design using radial
heat sink approach. As shown in Figure 1.3, a heat sink connects with a CPU at the
bottom and with a fan at the top. The special characteristic of this design is the shape of
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1.2 Heat sink designs

(a) Heat Sink without Heat Pipes (b) Heat Sink with Embedded
Heat Pipes (Jung et al., 2007)
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the fins. They are streamlined, not straight and vertical like traditional fins. This shape
improves heat transfer ability because the airflow does not collide with the fins. The
airflow goes through this heat sink smoother, so it can transfer more heat to the
surrounding environment. The results of experimental investigation show that this design
can reduce the thermal resistance up to 15.9% when compared to traditional heat sinks.
The authors also observed the reduction of the noise from the fan operation in this design.
This streamlined-heat sink method shows a great potential pay-off and warrants further
studies to incorporate this method to actual applications.

Impeller

Heat sinks

CPU

Figure 1.3 Schematic of Physical Model of Fan-Sink Assembly
(Zhou and Yang, 2008)
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Intel Corporation currently utilizes several heat exchanger designs, as shown in
Figure 1.4, associated with their processors. The heat sinks shown in these photos are
taken from Dell computers and used for this thesis research. Figure 1.4a shows a heat
sink for the Pentium 4 Northwood pin-type processor, which possesses only two heat
pipes. As seen in Figure 1.4b, the heat sinks for the Pentium 4 Prescott button-type
processor had an initial heat sink with two heat pipes. Because the Prescott button-type
processor generates much more heat than the pin-type one does, the company upgraded
the heat sink with four and later with six heat pipes for enhancing the heat transfer on the
processors. The fan used for the heat sinks in the Prescott Pentium 4 processor is shown
in Figure 1.4c, while the heat sink with the fan used on Core i3 processor is on Figure
1.4d. It should be noted that this assembly is much smaller than that of the Pentium 4s
because the Core i3 does not create as much heat as the others do.
Although there have been some improvements in the cooling techniques using the
fan, thermal problems remain a big challenge for manufacturers and users.

As

mentioned, advancing computer capability needs faster processors with higher transistor
density, faster clock frequency, and smaller size. Consequently, new processors with
higher clock speeds will release more heat, and the fan cooling technique will soon not
meet these demands.

In addition, this technique creates noise and vibration, and

consumes power. As a result, other cooling techniques without utilizing a fan are great
interest for further research.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.4 Different Types of Heat Sinks (a) Heat Sink for Northwood Pin-type
CPU (b) Heat Sink for Prescott Button-type CPU with 2, 4, and 6 Heat Pipes
(c) The Fan for Pentium 4 Heat Sinks (d) Core i3 Heat Sink and Fan
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1.3.2

Cooling Techniques Using Heat Sink Made of Various Conductivity Materials
Besides heat sink designs, materials used for the heat sink also play a key role in

removing heat.

Two primary properties of the heat sink materials are thermal

conductivity and thermal expansion coefficient (Rape et al., 2010). Materials such as
aluminum and copper are commonly used to make heat sinks since they have high
thermal conductivity. Unfortunately, their thermal expansion is counter-productive. To
overcome this issue while getting the desired properties, combinations of multiple
different metals were investigated. For example, copper-tungsten composite material was
studied by Rape et al. (2010). These two metals have a low coefficient of expansion
while their thermal conduct is reserved; therefore, the composite has good properties
suitable for the heat sinks. Metal foams and metal matrix composites (MMCs) were also
studied as materials for heat exchangers by Xiao et al. (2012). The experimental results
from their study indicate that the MMCs are promising materials for heat sinks, but they
still need some improvement before being applied widely. Carbonaceous materials and
carbon matrix composites were also investigated by Wang et al (2012) for making heat
spreaders. Natural graphite, carbon foam, and carbon nanotubes have a high potential in
transferring heat and creating more compact and lightweight heat exchanger designs.

1.3.3

Other Cooling Techniques
Intel Corporation has applied another technique of reducing the power

consumption by slowing down the fan speed when the least heat is produced. Another
technique is to use the piezoelectric fan. This technique has advantages of being nearly
silent, having no moving parts and a long lifespan.

Researchers have also used
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thermoelectric generators to convert heat directly into electricity (Shein, 2013).

A

problem with these devices is there poor electrical efficiency.

1.4

Liquid Cooling Techniques
As previously stated, air-cooling methods have been commonly used to remove

heat from electronic devices because of its simplicity and expense; however, due to the
demand increase of computer processing capability in the future, the air-cooling will not
be suitable to address the heat transfer for the devices (El-Genk, 2012). Consequently,
researchers have focused on novel cooling techniques. Among them, liquid cooling is an
emerging technique since it has more efficiency than traditional air-cooling (Anna, 2012).
The popular liquid used as coolant for the subject technique is water; though, nano-fluids,
phase-change materials, and dielectric liquids are also good in cooling electronic devices.

1.4.1

Cooling Technique Using Water as a Coolant
Water is attractive for use as a coolant because it has high heat capacity and

thermal conductivity. At certain conditions, water vaporizes when it contacts the heat
source, and it condenses when contacting the cool air or surface. During this process,
water absorbs and releases the heat cyclically; therefore, it cools the system. Many
cooling methods using water have been conducted: Jae-Mo et al. (2005) studied an
indirect water cooling technique using micro-channels. Thomas et al. (2008) studied a
direct liquid cooling technique using de-ionized water that goes through various layers.
Passive phase-change thermal spreaders including vapor chambers were researched by
Ram et al. (2012). Jet water impingement was also studied by Naphon and Wongwises
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(2010). One detailed procedure was illustrated by the research of Naphon and Wiriyasart
(2009) as shown in Figure 1.5. In this diagram, de-ionized water was pumped from the
tank into heat sink through heat pipes. Outlet water went to the radiator for transferring
heat and returned to the water tank. Channel width, coolant flow rate, heat sink material,
and run conditions of computer affected the CPU’s temperature. A larger coolant flow
rate led to greater CPU temperature drop. The heat sink made of copper resulted in a
lower temperature drop compare to that of aluminum. De-ionized water is an excellent
solvent for many metals rapidly increasing its electrical conductivity.
Although water possesses good properties for removing heat, its electric
conductivity prevents it from applying widely.

Therefore, other liquids have been

researched to overcome this obstacle.

Figure 1.5 Schematic Diagram of Experimental Apparatus (Naphon and Wiriyasart, 2009)
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1.4.2

Cooling Technique Using Nano-fluids as Coolants
When CPUs are developed, some novel CPUs can contain as much as 1.17 billion

transistors inside and they produce a large amount of heat. For these CPUs, nano-fluids
have been used to improve the heat transfer (Putra et al., 2011). Nano-fluids are liquid
solutions with dispersed nanometer-sized particles (Mital, 2012). They have been proven
to have better cooling ability than water (Jang and Choi, 2006). They can enhance heat
transfer when taking advantages of their complicated properties: component volume
fraction, particle size and geometry, particle distribution, matrix-particle interfacial
effects, and particle motion (Das et al., 2008). Putra et al. (2011) setup an experiment as
shown in Figure 1.6, to investigate in details a technique of combining nano-fluids with
thermoelectric cooling. For this experiment, a nano-fluid was pumped from the reservoir
to the liquid-block connected to the processor.

It flowed through the thermostatic

circulating bath and returned to the reservoir. Instrumentation used for the test setup
included a flow indicator, a thermocouple, and a data recorder. The results showed that
the combined cooling system with nano-fluids alumina-water and titanium-water
decreased CPU temperature significantly (4-6oC below the ambient temperature), and
were 1.8-2.1oC lower as compared to water-cooling.
Nanofluid based on Al2O3-water was also used in a study of the heat transfer
associated with a confined and submerged impinging jet for cooling microprocessors
(Tam et al., 2009). The heat transfer coefficient of this nano-mixture is 40% higher than
the one for water. Naphon (2013) investigated heat transfer of the mixture nano-scale
TiO2 particles in de-ionized water in the mini-rectangular fin heat sinks. The average rate
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of heat transfer for this nano-fluid is higher than that of de-ionized water, while the
pressure drops of the nano-fluids are nearly the same.

Figure 1.6 Nanofluids Cooling System (Putra et al., 2011)

1.4.3

Cooling Technique Using Phase Change Materials (PCMs)
Another technique for removing heat is related the use of phase change materials

(PCMs). Taking an advantage of their high-energy storage capacity when changing
phases, researchers have used PCMs to absorb and release the excess heat for the heat
exchange process on electronic devices (Mustapha, 2010). The cooling technique using
PCMs is a passive cooling and is very useful when air convection is not practical. By
using PCMs materials, the need of electrical fans can be eliminated, so the
aforementioned problems of using the fans are resolved. Another advantage of using
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PCMs is the reduction of cooling system’s size, which saves space and other system
resources.

PCMs have also been considered a potential solution for efficient

management in portable electronic devices by Saad et al., (2013). By using PCMs,
heating rates and peak temperature of heat sinks are reduced. PCM with the lowest
melting temperature gives the lowest operating temperature. With the stated advantages,
PCM-based cooling technique has an effective mean of transferring heat from electronic
devices (Mustapha, 2010).

1.4.4

Combined Cooling Technique
A cooling technique using liquid in combination with micro and mini channel

heat sinks was investigated by Mital (2012). The micro channels are capable to increase
the heat dissipation rates because they force the coolant to flow in close contact with the
channel walls.

The smaller diameter channels result in the largest heat transfer

coefficient. The combination of liquid cooling and micro channel design can be directly
applied into a processor or a heat spreader. Subsequently, the size of aluminum or copper
heat sinks can be reduced. This method was also very helpful in miniaturizing electronic
devices. In addition, temperature gradients throughout devices with micro-channels can
be reduced. In another effort, Khonsue (2012) investigated the liquid cooling in the
micro channel heat sink with and without thermoelectric for CPUs. The study was
carried out at no-load and full-load of processor’s operation. When the coolant flow rate
in the channel was higher, the heat transfer rate increased. The cooling system supported
by thermoelectricity gained the higher efficiency than other cooling systems. Whelan et
al. (2012) investigated a liquid-based system for CPU cooling. This system implemented
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a water jet array in an impingement block and a tube array remote heat exchanger. It
could dissipate up to 200W, the processor’s temperature was 65oC, and the temperature
of water block base was 53oC.
Although some liquids such as water and nano-fluids have been used effectively
in the cooling applications, they have the high electrical conductivity, which concerns the
computer manufacturers and users. Any leakage of the fluids can lead to a big damage in
electrical devices. Therefore, other less conductive liquids would be better in these cases.
Di-electrics such as FC-72 are promising coolants and will be discussed in next section.

1.5

Cooling Technique Using Fluorinert - FC-72

1.5.1

Introduction of FC-72
FC-72 (C6F14) is a clear, colorless, fully-fluorinated and dielectric liquid. FC-72

is stable chemically and thermally. It is compatible with sensitive materials, most metals,
and plastics. Although the FC-72 is nonflammable, nontoxic, it is hydrolysis. FC-72
does not contribute to the ozone depletion, but it has a potential of contributing to global
warming. In addition, FC-72 vaporizes without any residue.
Detailed FC-72 properties are shown in Table 1.1. Its boiling point at 56oC is the
key property for utilizing in cooling processors. This boiling point is much lower than
that of water (100oC). The most outstanding benefit of using FC-72 is its boiling point is
within the safe range of processors operating temperatures.

The latent heat of

evaporation is 88 J/g and liquid specific heat is 1.1 J.g-1.oC-1. These important thermal
properties make FC-72 a potential coolant for electronic devices, especially when it is in
direct contact cooling (Ruander and Vinod, 2012).
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Table 1.1 FC-72 Properties (3M.com)

Properties

FC-72

Appearance

Clear, colorless

Average Molecular Weight

338 g/mol

Boiling Point (1 atm)

56°C

Pour Point

-90°C

Estimated Critical Temperature

449 K

Estimated Critical Pressure

1.83 x 106 Pascal

Vapor Pressure

30.9 x 103 Pascal

Latent Heat of Vaporization

88 J/g

Liquid Density

1680 kg/m3

Kinematic Viscosity

0.38 centistokes

Absolute Viscosity

0.64 centipoise

Liquid Specific Heat

1100 J kg-1 C-1

Liquid Thermal Conductivity

0.057 W m-1 °C-1

Coefficient of Expansion

0.00156 °C-1

Surface Tension

10 dynes/cm

Refractive Index

1.251

Water Solubility

10 ppm

Solubility in Water

<5 ppm

Ozone Depletion Potential

0

Dielectric Strength

38 kV, 0.1" gap

Dielectric Constant

1.75

Electrical Resistivity

1.0 x 1015 Ω·cm
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1.5.2

Comparison Between Using Water and FC-72 for Cooling Techniques
Water is the most popular liquid used for cooling due to its good thermal

properties. Occasionally, it can be de-ionized to become a dielectric liquid for broader
applications.

However, water application is limited due to its high saturation

temperature, a difficulty of keeping it dielectric and preventing accidental contact with
electrical devices. Thermal transport characteristics of de-ionized water and FC-72 in a
pool, as well as jet impingement boiling thermal management are comparable under the
same flow conditions and surface geometry (Ruander and Vinod, 2012). The water
saturation temperature can be decreased down to 57oC by reducing the pressure to 0.176
bars. The purpose is to achieve the same boiling temperature of FC-72 (56oC) at a much
lower operating pressure.
A comparison of thermal properties of water at saturation temperature and FC-72
are presented in Table 1.2. There are many major differences between using water and
FC-72 for cooling. The density of FC-72 (1680 kg/m3) is 1.68 times greater than the
density of water (1000 kg/m3) while the absolute FC-72 viscosity (0.64 centipoise) is
lower than water viscosity (1.0 centipoise). Therefore, the kinematic viscosity of FC-72
is 0.38 centistokes compared to water at 1.002 centistokes. As a result, it is much easier
to pump FC-72 than water through the same size channels. The electric resistivity of FC72 is 1x1015 Ω cm, which is far greater than that of de-ionized water (18.18x106 Ω cm).




From the values, FC-72 is preferred in contact with electrical devices. The freezing point
of FC-72 (-90oC) is much lower than water (0oC), which means that the computer can
operate in a cold range of temperature when using FC-72 as a coolant. The vapor
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pressure of FC-72 is much lower as compared to water, which is 30.9 x 103 Pa for FC-72
in comparison with 0.215 x 106 Pa for water. Therefore, FC-72 evaporates and removes the
heat more easily. Lower vapor pressure is also the reason for the lower boiling point of FC72 (at 56oC) while water boils at 100oC at 1atm.
The lower boiling point of FC-72 offers a special advantage since it has a high
heat transfer rate at the boiling temperature of 56oC, which is also below the safe range
processors operation temperatures (70-85oC) (Genk and Bostanci, 2003).

FC-72

possesses the high heat rate at the boiling point due to its latent heat of evaporation
29,744 J/mole and liquid specific heat 1100 J.kg-1.oC-1 are high. It is also a dielectric
(electrical insulator) liquid. Those important thermal properties makes FC-72 become an
excellent coolant for electronic devices, especially in direct contact cooling (Ruander and
Vinod, 2012).
Table 1.2 Comparisons of Saturated Fluid Properties
between Water and FC-72 (Ruander and Vinod, 2012)
Properties
Water (P = 0.176 bar)
FC-72 (P = 1.01 bar)
Tsat (oC)

57.31

56.6

ρ1 (kg/m3)

984.5

1594

ρv (kg/m3)

0.1158

13.43

1 (kg/m.s)

0.0004862

0.0004377

σ (N/m)

0.0667

0.008024

hlv (kJ/kg)

2360

88

Cpl (J/kg.K)

4182

1101

kl (W/m.K)

0.6383

0.05384

Pr

3.19

8.95
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1.5.3

Applications of FC-72 in Cooling Electronic Devices
El-Genk et al. (2003) used several dielectric liquids such as HFE-7100, PF-5060

and FC-72 for immersion cooling applications since these fluids have thermal properties
favorable for the heat transfer.

Their most notable property is the low boiling

temperature (51-54oC). Additionally, they are safe for environment and compatible with
most structures and heat sink materials. FC-72 and HFE-7100 were also used in research
of immersion cooling technique for high power computer processors (El-Genk, 2012).
Micro porous surfaces with and without fins have been studied to increase pool
boiling heat transfer rates (Rainey et al. 2001, 2003). In many cases, if the surface
tension of the fluid is low, a higher probability of a superheat can occur. Consequently, it
would reduce the effectiveness of the heat transfer. Considerable research has been
conducted to investigate this issue (Reed, 1999; Normington and Mahalingam, 1992).
Parker and El-Genk (2005) conducted experiments of enhancing nucleate boiling
of FC-72 on porous graphite. The results show that the nucleate boiling heat transfer
coefficient and critical heat flux on aged porous graphite is higher than copper. Honda et
al. (2002) conducted experiments focusing on the effect of micro-pin-fins and submicronscale roughness on the boiling heat transfer coefficient of FC-72. The results showed that
both the micro-pin-finned processor and the submicron-scale roughness processor could
enhance heat transfer more than a smooth processor. The heat transfer performance in
submicron-scale roughness was higher than in the micro-pin-finned processor within the
low-heat-flux region.
Applying the FC-72 passive cooling technique would allow removal of the active
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cooling fan from the system. This will result in potential cost savings both due to
reduced energy consumption and lower material costs. Typical cooling fans use electric
power from 6-24W, thus, the maximum (peak) power per computer is 24W/h x 24h/day x
24 days/year = 210 KWh/year. There are approximately 324 million people in the United
State (US), (Worldometers.info), assuming each person has a computer, results in 68
TWh/year just to cool the microprocessor. Using an accepted value of $0.1/KWh, the
microprocessor cooling cost to the consumer is $6.8 billion/year. Considering material
cost, each heat sink requires approximately one pound (lb) of Al/Cu, assuming an
aluminum price of $0.8/lb, and a copper price of is $2.8/lb (Infomine.com) leads to an
average heat-sink material cost of $1.8, so the cost for heat sink in the US alone will be
$0.58 billion. In total, application of the FC-72 technology could save up to $7.36
billion/year and decrease the pollution associated with electricity and material
production.

1.6

Introduction to this Thesis
This thesis focuses on passive cooling using FC-72 as a coolant for computer

processors. Overviews of various cooling techniques used in electronic devices were
described in this Chapter 1. The passive cooling techniques using liquid and FC-72 as
coolants were also introduced at the end of this Chapter. The theory of heat transfer
related to this research will be presented in the next Chapter 2. Experiments conducted
on the Pentium 4 Northwood pin–type, Prescott button–type, and Core i3 Haswell
processors will be discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the results and discussions.
Finally, Chapter 5 will cover conclusions and recommendations of the thesis.

CHAPTER 2

RELEVANT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

In this chapter, heat transfer theory relate to this thesis research is presented.
Three main types of heat transfer: conduction, convection, and radiation are introduced.
Boiling and condensation phenomena for the liquid cooling are also described. This
chapter provides formulation of natural convection used to calculate the heat transferring
to the environment. The heat transfer equations for calculating mass flow rates of the
fluid FC-72 in passive cooling system are derived.

2.1

Overview of Heat Transfer
Heat transfer is a phenomenon where heat flows from hot objects to cold ones

(John, 2008). Heat conduction or diffusion, convection, and radiation are three main
types of heat transfer. Heat conduction mechanism occurs when there are molecular
interactions, in which the molecules with faster motion as well as higher energy collide
with the slower ones (Welty et al., 2007). This collisions help transfer the kinetic energy
from the faster molecules to the slower ones. Another mechanism comes from “free”
electrons that are present in metal. Conduction by free-electron is often in pure-metallic
solids. Energy exchange between a surface and an adjacent fluid is defined as convection
heat transfer. There are two kinds of heat convection: natural convection and forced
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convection. Natural convection is developed by the density difference between hot fluid
and cold fluid. Forced convection has an external force such as a fan or a pump that
assists fluid flow through the heat source. Radiation is a type of heat exchange without
an assistance of a medium material.

2.2

Phase Transitions
In the fluid flow, the transfer of heat can be accompanied with a phase change of

the fluid. There are several types of phase changes, including boiling (or evaporation),
condensation, melting (or thawing), freezing (or fusion), and sublimation. This research
mostly involve with the heat transfer of phase changing between the fluid boiling and
condensation.

2.2.1

Boiling of Liquid
Boiling is the process wherein a liquid converts into a vapor. This process occurs

when a liquid at its saturation temperature contacts a solid surface at which the
temperature is above the fluid temperature. The difference between these temperatures is
the driving force, which causes heat to flow from the solid surface to the liquid. There
are vapor bubbles formed that move upward through the liquid in the boiling process.
There are two types of boiling: pool boiling or forced convection boiling. In pool
boiling, a heat source is submerged in a “pool” of liquid. For the natural convection, the
formation of vapor bubbles as well as density variation creates liquid motion. In the
forced convection, external means, such as the use of a pump, induce liquid motion.
When the liquid temperature is below the saturation temperature, the boiling is sub-
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cooled. On the other hand, when the liquid at its saturation temperature, the boiling is
saturated boiling. The formation, growth, and release of bubbles are extremely rapid
sequence of events. It plays an important role in the boiling process. The rapid growth
and departure of vapor bubbles causes turbulence in the liquid, especially in the
superheated zone near the heated surface, and enhances heat transfer rates.

2.2.2

Condensation of Gas
Condensation occurs when vapor exposes to an environment at which the

temperature is lower than its fluid saturation temperature. Consequently, the vapor
changes phase to saturated liquid. There are three main types of condensation processes:
surface condensation, which occurs when vapor contacting with a cool surface;
homogeneous condensation, which occurs when vapor condensing out as droplets in a
gas phase; and direct contact condensation, which occurs when vapor is in contact with a
cold liquid. The new liquid phase becomes a resistance for heat transfer from its vapor.

2.3

The Heat Transfer Equation for the Fluid throughout a Heat Source
Consider a system in which a liquid contact a heat source as shown in Figure 2.1.

The heat source transfers its heat to the liquid and to the environment.
The heat transfer equation in this case will be:
Tout

Qoverall  m  c p dT  m H vap  Qenvir ,
Tin

(2.1)

where,

Q overall is the overall heat transfer rate,

in J/g∙°C
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Vapor out
Tout, ΔHvap

Environment
(Qenvir)

Heat source
(Qoverall)
Liquid in

(Tin, cp)
Figure 2.1 Heat Transfer System from Heat Source to
Fluid and Environment
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m is the mass flow rate of fluid,

in gram (g)

Tin is the average inlet temperature,

in °C

Tout is the average outlet temperature,

in °C
in J/g∙°C

cp is the specific heat capacity of the fluid,
ΔHvap is the latent heat of vaporization of the fluid,

in J/g

Q envirl is the rate of heat lost to the environment.

in J/g

If the heat loss to the environment can be neglected, then,
Tout

Qoverall  m  c p dT  m H vap ,
Tin

(2.2)

To determine whether the heat loss to the environment can be neglect, one has to
consider the natural convection from the object to the environment. This consideration
will relate to heat transfer coefficient (h), Nusselt (Nu), Rayleigh (Ra), Prandtl (Pr) and
Grashof (Gr) numbers as presented in the next section.

2.4

Natural Convection
Natural heat convection occurs when there is a temperature gradient in a fluid

(Holman, 1981; Bahrami, 2010). When a hot object contacts cold air, it will transfer its
heat to the nearby cold air.

The cold air becomes warmer while the hot object

simultaneously becomes cooler.

The warm air moves upward due to the density

difference between the cold and warm layers.

This phenomenon is similar to the

buoyancy. This heat transfer process can be depicted in Figure 2.2. A hot object is
exposed to the cool air layer and the arrows show the direction of the change in
temperature from the heavier density to the lighter density layer. This movement is
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called the natural convection current. In a gravitational field, the force that drives such
movement is a net force that pushes lighter fluid upwards while drawling in heavier fluid
from below. That is called the buoyancy driven convection.

Figure 2.2 Natural Convection Heat Transfer from a Hot Body
(Bahrami,2010)
The magnitude of buoyancy force is the weight of fluid displaced by the body,
Fbuoyancy = ρfluid g Vbody,

(2.3)

where Fbuoyancy is the buoyancy force, ρfluid is the density of the fluid, g is the gravity, and
Vbody is the volume of the portion body immersed in the fluid. The net force is,
Fnet = W ‐ Fbuoyancy ,

(2.4)

Fnet = (ρbody ‐ ρfluid).g.Vbody,

(2.5)

where W = ρbody.g.Vbody is the weight of the body. The net force is proportional to the
difference in densities of the fluid and body. This is known as Archimedes’ principle.
Practically, density is a function of temperature. The variation of fluid density
with temperature at constant pressure can be expressed through the volume coefficient of
expansion β:

 

1   
1  V 

  
  T  P V  T  P

,

(2.6)
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(at constant P),

(2.7)

For an ideal gas,

nR
1  V 
1 nR
 V 
pV  nRT  
   
,
 
 
V  T  P V p
 T  P p

1
ideal gas  .
T

(2.8)

where
R is the ideal gas constant (8.314), J.mol-1.K-1
T is the absolute temperature, K
ρ, V and p is the density, volume, and pressure of the fluid, respectively.
Equation (2.5) describes the proportionality between the change in the fluid
density and temperature. The higher temperatures difference between two points in a
fluid body, for example, a point on the near surface of a hot body and a point on the
upper layer as shown in Figure 2.2, would lead to the higher change in densities.
Subsequently, the net force, also called the buoyance force due to the natural convection,
as expressed in Equation (2.3), will be stronger for higher changes in fluid density.

2.4.1 Grashof Number
To represent the ratio of the buoyancy force to the viscous force acting on the
fluid, the Grashof number is introduced.

This number is used as a criterion for

distinguishing the laminar flow versus the turbulent flow in natural convection (Holman,
1981). This role is similar to the Reynolds number in force convection.
Gr 

buoyancy forces g V

,
viscous forces
 2

(2.9)
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3
with Δp = - ρΔT in Equation 2.5 and V   , the Grashof number will be

Gr 

g  (Ts  T ) 3

2

.

(2.10)

where
g is the gravitational acceleration,
β is the coefficient of volume expansion,
δ is the characteristic length of the geometry,
ν is the kinematics viscosity of the fluid.

9.8 m∙s-2
1/K
m
m2∙s-1

For air in natural convection on vertical plates, the critical Grashof number was
observed to be about 109. It means the flow regime on a vertical plate becomes turbulent
when the Grashof number is greater than 109. An example of natural convection is
sketch in Figure 2.3. The heat transfer rate in natural convection is expressed by
Newton’s law of cooling as,
Qconv = h A (Tw ‐ T).

(2.11)

where
Tw is temperature at the wall surface,

K

T is temperature at infinity,

K

h is the heat transfer coefficient,

W∙m-2∙K-1

A is the area of the plate,

m2

U is the velocity of fluid,

m∙s-1
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Figure 2.3 Velocity and temperature profile for natural convection flow
over a hot vertical plate. Grcritical = 109 (Bahrami, 2010)

2.4.2

Natural Convection Correlations
Most of the relationships in natural convection are based on experimental

correlations. The Rayleigh number (Ra) is defined as the product of the Grashof (Gr) and
Prandtl (Pr) numbers:

Ra  Gr  Pr 

g  (Ts  T ) 3

2

Pr ,
(2.12)

The Nusselt number (Nu) in natural convection is in the following form,

Nu 

h 
 C  Ra n ,
k

(2.13)

where the constants C and n depend on the geometry of the surface and the flow.
For a vertical plate, the Nu number is defined as,
1/4

104  Ra  109
0.59 Ra
Nu  
.
1/3
9
13
0.1
Ra
10

Ra

10



(2.14)
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For a isothermal Horizontal Plate, the Nu number is defined as,
a) Upper surface of a hot plate,
1/4

104  Ra  107
0.54 Ra
Nu  
,
1/3
107  Ra  1011

0.15Ra

(2.15)

b) Lower surface of a hot plate,

Nu  0.27 Ra1/4 105  Ra  1011.

(2.16)

Whenever the Nu number is determined, the heat transfer coefficient will be
calculated using Equation 2.13. Subsequently, the heat loss to the environment will be
determined based on Equation 2.11, and the heat transfer equation from the heat source to
fluid can then be solved.

2.5

Equations for Determining the Average Temperature
Consider a temperature profile as shown in Figure 2.4. To determine the average

inlet temperature as well as outlet temperature, one cannot use any specific temperature,
but temperature ranges will be used for calculations. The starting and ending points of
temperatures are chosen for calculations using the following formula:
ne

T

i

The average temperature 

ns

(ne  ns )

where
Ti is the temperature at the chosen time i, oC
ns is the starting point of time chosen for calculation,
ne is the ending point of time chosen for calculation.

(2.17)
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Figure 2.4 Example of Temperature Profile for Determining Average Inlet
and Outlet Temperature

This chapter has provided a brief overview of relevant heat transfer theory. The
next chapter will introduce and describe the three Dell computers that were used in
testing the passive cooling system, as well as the three processors: Pentium 4 Northwood
pin-type, Prescott button-type, and Haswell Core i3 also a button-type processor. The
experimental setup, test procedures, test results, and discussion of the passive cooling
system used in this research will be reported in a later chapter.

CHAPTER 3

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

This chapter introduces three Dell computers that were used for the experiments.
Three processors: Intel Pentium 4 Northwood pin-type, Prescott button-type, and Core i3
Haswell are discussed. There are detailed descriptions about the process of cutting the
processors, drilling them, installing the tubes, and making the processors operate in
passive cooling. This chapter also introduces the system and procedures for measuring
the processor temperatures.

3.1

Equipment Used for the Experiments

3.1.1

Three Computers Used for the Experiments
Three computers were used in these experiments, namely a Dell Dimension 8300

with the Intel Pentium 4 pin-type processor called a Northwood variant, a Dell Optiplex
GX280 with the Intel Pentium 4 button-type processor called a Prescott variant, and a
computer equipped with

Gigabyte Z87X-OC Motherboard with Dual Core Intel i3

Haswell processor. Figure 3.1 shows the appearance of the three computers. The Dell
Dimension 8300 and Dell Optiplex GX280 look similar, while the case for Core i3
processor is different. Primary features of the motherboards in the three computers are
shown in Table 3.1. The Dell Dimension 8300 and Dell Optiplex GX280 both use the
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Intel Pentium 4 processors; however, the processor in the Dell Dimension 8300 is pintype while the one in the Dell Optiplex GX280 is button-type. On the third computer, the
Intel Core i3 processor used on the Z87X motherboard is also button-type. All three
computers use the same type of the RAM with dual channel memory architecture.
However, they each have different motherboard sockets. The Dell Dimension 8300 has a
pin-type socket with 478 pins. The Dell Optiplex GX280 has the LGA775 button mount
with 717 individual pins. The third system has the LGA 1150 socket with 1150 pins
contact to the bottom side of the processors.

3.1.2

Three Computer Processors Used for the Experiments

The Dimension 8300 computer uses Northwood pin-type processor, shown in Figure
3.2a, which has 478 thin and delicate pins on the backside. On the other hand, the Dell
Optiplex GX280 has the Prescott processor (Figure 3.2b). This button-type processor
has contact pads on the backside. The Core i3 processor used on the third system, as
shown in Figure 3.2c, also has contact pads on the backside, but it has more contact pads
than the Prescott does.
Major specifications of the three processors are shown in Table 3.2. The two
Pentium 4 processors have the same clock speed (3.0 GHz) with single core inside,
while the Core i3 dual core has the clock speed of 3.4 GHz. The cache varies from L2
cache 512 KB in Northwood to 1 MB in Prescott processor. Intel Core i3 processor in
the third computer has L3 cache at 3 MB. Hence, the average time to access memory
improves from the Northwood to Prescott, and then to the Core i3.

Lithography

dimensions on these computer systems decrease from 130 nm to 90 nm (31%) for the
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3.1 Photographs of the Three Computers used for Experiments
(a) Dell Dimension 8300, (b) Dell Optiplex GX280, and (c) The Case for

Core i3 Processor
Table 3.1 Primary Features of the Motherboards in Three Computers Used for
Experiments

Features

Chipset Type

CPU

Motherboard for
Dell Dimension
8300
Intel 875P

Motherboard for
Dell
Optiplex
GX280
Intel
915G
Express

Motherboard for
i3 processor
Intel ®
Express

Z87

Socket

Intel Pentium 4 Intel Pentium 4 Intel Core i3, i5,
Northwood
Prescott
i7 button-type
pin-type
button-type
478
LGA775
LGA1150

Front side bus

800 MHz

RAM Features

dual
channel dual channel
memory
memory

dual
channel
memory

Hard drive
Interface Type

SATA 1.5Gb/s

6xSATA 6Gb/s

800 MHz

SATA 1.5Gb/s

1333 MHz
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Northwood to the Prescott and 130 nm to 22 nm (83%) for the Northwood to the Core i3.
In contrast, the thermal design power (TDP) increases from 81.9W in Northwood to 84W
in the Prescott, while it is down to 54W on the Core i3 processor. Processing die size
decreases from 131 mm2 to 112 mm2 (17%) comparing the Northwood and Prescott
processors, but increases to 177 mm2 (35%) for the Core i3 processor. Comparing power
dissipation per unit area among the processors, the Northwood, Prescott, and Core i3
have 0.63, 0.75, and 0.31 W/mm2, respectively. The number of transistors on these three
processors, Northwood, Prescott, to Core i3 also increases from 55 million to 125 million
and enormously to 1400 million, respectively.

Front side

(a)

Front side

Back side

Front side

(c)

(b)

Back side

Back side

Figure 3.2 Photograph of Front Side and Back Side of Processors (a) Northwood
Pin-Type, (b) Prescott Button-Type, and (c) Core i3 Processor
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Table 3.2 Specifications of The CPU Pentium 4 Northwood and Prescott, and
Core i3 Processor
Features

Northwood
(pin-type)

Prescott
(button-type)

Core i3
(button-type)

Number of cores

1

1

2

Clock Speed

3 GHz

3 GHz

3.4 GHz

Cache

L2 512 KB

L2 1 MB

L3 3 MB

Lithography

130 nm

90 nm

22 nm

84 W

54 W

Thermo design power
81.9 W
(TDP)
T case

70oC

67.6oC

72oC

Processing Die Size

131 mm2

112 mm2

177 mm2

Number of Transistors

55 million

125 million

1400 million

Sockets Supported

PPGA478

PLGA775

PCLGA1150
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3.1.3

Tooling and Supported Equipment

-

Cutter and drill press, 42 drill bits and a Dremel™ hand-held rotary multi-tool.

-

Clear rubber tubing, and brass tubing, with 1/8-inch of outside diameter.

-

Two plastic “T” connectors.

-

“Five-minute” setting epoxy glue.

-

One model airplane fuel tank, opaque plastic, 325 cm3 liquid capacity.

-

Quantity of 3M™ Fluorinert™ FC-72 Liquid.

-

Two J-Type thermocouple leads, for use with DaqBook 260.

-

One I/O Tech® DaqBook 260 Thermocouple monitor.

3.1.4

Software Used for this Experiment

3.1.4.1 DaqView 7.8.0 for Data Acquisition
DaqView 7.8.0 is software that allows users to verify signal connection, acquire
and save data to disk.

DaqView has full features for data acquisition including

spontaneously graphical data display. It is capable of providing all the functionality for
most data-logging applications. For this experimental research, DaqView is used to
record temperatures of the inlet and outlet liquid.

3.1.4.2 AIDA64 Extreme
AIDA64 Extreme is software capable of acquiring most of the information in
computer such as the performance of the processor, system memory, motherboard, disk
drive, power, voltage, etc. The software has measurement features to provide the CPU,
memory and disk benchmarks; system stress testing; temperature, voltage, and cooling
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fan operations monitoring; hardware diagnostics; software and operating system analysis.
In this experiment, AIDA64 Extreme is utilized to collect CPU performance data and
temperatures, and to conduct system stability testing.

3.2

Procedures for the Experiments

3.2.1

The Procedure of Preparing CPUs for Passive Cooling Application
In order to cool the processor interior directly, empty spaces within the processor

must be available for establishing coolant flow paths. To examine the interior space, the
top cover of the processor must be physically removed from its base for visual
observation. Figure 3.3 shows the cutting process used to reveal the interior. The
processor was protected by a mount that was sawed from a defective motherboard. This
mount firmly holds the processor for cutting. Four edges of the processor were cut very
slowly to avoid damage the interior of the processor.

Figure 3.3 Photographs of Cutter and the Cutting Process
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Once the cover started loosening from its base, the processor interior was visually
examined to avoid any damage that could be caused by this removal process. For the
Pentium 4 processors, it was noticed that the actual semiconductor stack was connected
to the cover by a metal, most likely Indium that was very difficult to separate from the
cover as shown in Figure 3.4. Separating the cover from the base could result in damage
to the semiconductor stack. Figure 3.4a shows a Northwood pin-type processor after its
top cover was removed. It was also observed that there was a small hole on the processor
cover, as shown in the figure, while the green portion is the semiconductor circuit board.
Figure 3.4b is the inside circuit architecture of Prescott button-type processor. There was
black epoxy adhesive used to connect the cover and base of the processors. In the middle
of the processors, Indium was again used to improve heat transfer from the
semiconductor stack to the copper cover so that a finned heat exchanger could remove it.
Similarly, the inside architecture of Core i3 can be depicted in Figure 3.4c. Overall, all
three processors have void spaces, so small holes could be drilled to create a flow path
for fluid entering and exiting the processor.
A 1/8” drill was used to create the holes on the processor cover. The processor
was placed on a bench wise, similar to the way described earlier, as part of drilling
processor. The holes were drilled at an angle of about 20o with respect to the vertical line
normal to the processor surface, as shown in Figure 3.5. This permitted liquid and vapor
to enter and exit the processors, respectively. The drilling was carefully performed to
avoid damaging the inside circuit board.

For the Core i3 processor, electrostatic

discharge between the two subjects could harm its circuitry. Hence, both the tooling and
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 3.4 Photograph of Processors after Cutting: (a) Northwood Pin-Type, (b)
Prescott Button-Type, and (c) Dual Core i3.
personnel during the operation were electrostatically grounded. First, the operator and
drill machinery were linked together through a grounding wire, and then the operator
touched the processor to neutralize the electrostatic charge before operating the drill
(Figure 3.6). As a safe practice, the operator also wore the electrostatic strap connecting
the computer before installing the processor.
Figure 3.7 shows the processors after drilling with brass interface tubes installed.
These 1/8 inch tubes were cemented to the lid using 5-minute epoxy. In this research,
two inlet tubes and four outlet tubes were created to account for processor cooling. These
tubes, as shown in Figure 3.8, and were connected to 1/8” Tyron tubing and then
manifold with larger tubing. As the cool liquid entering the processor through the two
lower ports, it flows through the processor cavity picking up heat from the circuit board
and begins to partial boil. This two-phase liquid then exits the processor through
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1/8 inch drill

Mount from
motherboard
20o
Northwood
pin-type
processor

Figure 3.5 Photograph of Drill Press and The Processor to be Drilled

Figure 3.6 Photograph of Drill Process of Core i3 with Electric Wire
Connected to Eliminate Electrostatic
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7 Photograph of Processors after Drilled and Install the Tubes
(a) Northwood Pin- type, (b) Prescott Button-type, and (c) Core i3
(b)

Liquid and vapor output

Liquid input

Figure 3.8 Photograph of Prescott Processor after Connected Tubes
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the four outlet tubes. Since the processor is mounted vertically, it acts as a thermosyphon reboiler, which serves as a pump to move the liquid through the processor.
A simplified schematic of the system operation is graphically depicted in Figure
3.9. The system is consistent with a thermo-syphon reboiler concept (with recycle).
Absorbing heat from the processor, the coolant reaches its boiling point and vaporizes.
The vapor rises up to the outlets by mean of the natural convection while the cool liquid
is drawn into the processor to displace the fluid left the processor.

The vapor is

condensed back to the liquid state and flows downward by gravity to the storage tank for
the next flow cycle.

Liquid

Heat Sink

Vapor

FC-72
Storage Tank

Liquid

Outlet
Thermocouple

Processor

Inlet
Thermocouple
Figure 3.9 Diagram of the Recycle System for
Passive Cooling Using FC-72
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Figure 3.10 shows the experimental cooling system. The outlet tubes from the
processor are connected to the inlet of a heat exchanger. The heat exchanger outlet is
linked to an RC Model Airplane Tank, serving as the storage reservoir. This tank
receives the liquid from the heat exchanger, as well as supplies the liquid to the processor
assisted by gravity. Two clamps snap on the inlet and outlet tubes to control the fluid
streams during filling operations. Two exposed junction type K thermocouples mounted
in white plastic tees are shown in Figure 3.10 and were installed in the inlet and outlet
streams to measure temperature rise across processor. The coolant flow circulation can
be described as follows: The liquid FC-72 leaves the tank, flows into the CPU and
absorbs the heat from the CPU interior. The transferred heat turns to a mixture of vapor
and liquid, then rises upward to the heat exchanger and releases the heat by condensation.
Fluid condenses and flows back the tank for the next recycle to the processor. The
volume of FC-72 used for this setup is approximately 160 ml.
Figure 3.11 shows the entire experiment setup for research. The signals read by
the two thermal sensors were sent to a Daqbook/260R 16-bit Data Acquisition System
with Expansion Boards. This device then transmitted temperatures data to a laptop,
Compaq Presario 1622 running DaqView software, which was utilized to monitor and
record the inlet and exit temperatures of the moving fluid at a rate of 1 Hz.

3.2.2 Experimental Procedures
3.2.2.1 Passive Cooling on Northwood Pin-Type Processor
Baseline temperatures of the cooling system were recorded for 2 minutes before
turning on the PC power. The computer started with a display of the BIOS startup
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Heat Sink
Fluid Tank

Processor
Figure 3.10 Photograph of the Passive Cooling System
Using FC-72 as a Coolant
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Figure 3.11 Photograph of Passive Cooling System with
Temperature Monitor Data Acquisition System
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screen and required pressing the <F1> key. <F1> key was pressed and the computer
starts up completely after another 3 minutes. Temperatures were continuously recorded
at a frequency of 1 Hz for the next 90 minutes of operation, and then the computer was
shutdown. Temperatures were also recorded for the next 15 minutes while the system
cooled down after turning-off.

To investigate whether the system can operate for

extended periods, additional experiment up to 12 hours, instead of 90 minutes, were
conducted with temperatures recorded for the entire duration of experiment.

3.2.2.2 Passive Cooling on Prescott Button-Type Processor
Baseline temperature data were recorded 2 minutes before pressing the power
button. The computer was started from the BIOS startup screen and required pressing the
<F1> key as previously described. <F1> key was pressed after 3 minutes. Temperatures
were continuously recorded for the next 90 minutes of operation, and then the computer
was shutdown. Temperatures were also recorded for the next 15 minutes while the liquid
cooled down. Similarly, 12 hours of operation were recorded.

3.2.2.3 Passive Cooling for Core i3 Processor
Baseline temperature data were recorded 2 minutes before pressing the power
button. Temperatures were continuously recorded in the next 90 minutes of operation,
and then the computer was shut down. Temperatures were also recorded for the next 15
minutes. In addition, 12 hours instead of 90 minutes of operation were recorded.
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3.2.3 System Stability Test
It has been speculated that the processors would have difference performance
when operating at no-load and full-load conditions. For these experiments, the Pentium 4
Northwood and Core i3 processors were selected to evaluate the performance differences
at the two extreme operation conditions.

3.2.3.1 No-load Operation of Pentium 4 Northwood under Passive Cooling Technique
Due to the age of the Pentium 4 Northwood processor, its CPU temperature
cannot be measured by the AIDA64 software, so only the inlet and outlet temperatures in
passive cooling are usable. The data on no-load operation were taken from Section
3.2.2.1.

3.2.3.2 Full-load Operation of Pentium 4 Northwood under Passive Cooling Technique
Baseline temperature data were recorded 2 minutes before pressing the power
button. The computer started with a display of the BIOS startup screen and required
pressing the <F1> key. <F1> key was pressed and the computer starts up completely
after another 3 minutes.

Temperatures were recorded at a frequency of 1 Hz.

Temperatures were recorded for the next 10 minutes of no-load condition, and then the
CPU was stressed to the full-load condition using the AIDA64 software. The inlet and
outlet temperatures were recorded for the next 40 minutes.

Then the CPU was

unstressed, temperatures were continuously recorded for another 10 minutes.
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3.2.3.3 No-load Operation of the Core i3
The no-load operation of the Core i3 was conducted for both traditional as well as
passive cooling technique. In both cases, the baseline temperature data were recorded 2
minutes before pressing the power button. Temperatures were recorded for 60 minutes of
operation, and then the computer shut down. Result of no-load operation of the Core i3
under passive cooling technique were taken from Section 3.2.2.3.

3.2.3.4 Full-load Operation of the Core i3
The full-load operation of the Core i3 was conducted for both traditional as well
as passive cooling technique. Baseline temperature data were recorded 2 minutes before
pressing the power button. Temperatures were recorded in the next 10 minutes of noload condition, and then the CPU was stressed to the full-load condition using the
AIDA64 software. The inlet and outlet temperatures were recorded for the next 40
minutes. Then the CPU was unstressed, temperatures were continuously recorded for the
next 10 minutes.
This chapter discussed the equipment used and the procedure to re-engineer the
processors for passive cooling and measure their temperatures under various operation
conditions. Results and discussion of these measurements will be presented in the next
chapter.

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This research focuses on the passive cooling techniques, using the FC-72 fluid as
a coolant, for the computer processors. The progress of the fluid flow in the cooling
system was carefully observed and reported in the beginning of this chapter. Outcomes
applying this cooling method for the three processors were examined: Pentium 4
Northwood Pin-type, Pentium 4 Prescott Button-type, and Core i3, temperatures data
were collected throughout the experiments. The mass flow rates for the individual cases
were then estimated using the heat transfer equation derived from Chapter 2. The results
on this investigation are discussed in the next section. Comparisons of the cooling
effectiveness between the Pentium 4 and Core i3, using both traditional and passive
cooling is presented. A system stability test with both no-load and full-load operations
was also conducted. The test results and discussion are included in this chapter.

4.1

Visual Observation of the Passive Cooling System
The passive cooling system assembled for this experiment, as shown in Figure

4.1, is relatively simple. As described in the previous chapter, a set of clear plastic tubes
were attached to the coolant inlet of the processor. These tubes delivered the cooling
liquid to the processor. Flowing inside the CPU, the coolant extracted heat from the
circuit board and then turned to vapor (when the system was at thermal equilibrium
52
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conditions) before leaving the processor through another set of plastic tubes. The fluid
continued travelling upward inside these tubes to the heat exchanger seating above the
computer case. As the flow released the heat to the air through the heat exchanger, it
condensed back to the liquid phase and left the heat exchanger unit through the tubes at
the outlet. The gravity then pulled the fluid downward to the processor and started the
next flow cycle.
Since the coolant flow was not assisted by active means (i.e. pumping), the
system approached the steady state flow conditions in a passive and gradual manner.
Consequently, the progress of the fluid flow development – starting up when turning on
the computer, reaching the steady state, and slowing down when shutting off the
computer – had distinct chronological stages. These stages were easily recognized from
visual observations of the fluid flow and conditions in the tubes.
It should be noted that the fluid flow in the passive cooling system for all three
processors behaved in a similar aforementioned way. For the purpose of illustration, the
cooling system setup for the Core i3 was photographed and displayed in Figure 4.1 a-d
a)

Startup period occurred from the time of the computer start to 5 – 10

minutes into its operation. The fluid was relatively calm and slow flow motion started
developing inside the cooling system. It was speculated that the coolant inside the
processor absorbed the heat while the processor began to generate heat. The photo in
Figure 4.1a was taken during this startup period. Only a few bubbles were formed as
indicated by the arrows. Since the liquid FC-72 is transparent, the flow characteristics
may not be able easy to recognize from the photo.
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b)

Startup transient was the flow conditions on the next time span when the

computer generated more heat at around 10-20 minutes. Figure 4.1b shows the photo
taken at the startup transient. At 20 minutes, a large amount of bubbles appeared in the
downstream flow as the fluid left the coolant outlet of the processor as indicated by the
arrows. It was also observed that the flow of the liquid and vapor mixture started picking
rather strongly as the time went by.
c)

Steady state flow was the next period in which the fluid flow and

conditions were well established in a steady state fashion.

The time span was

approximately 20 minutes until the computer was turned off at 90 minutes. The photo
shown in Figure 4.1c was taken approximately 60 minutes into the computer operation.
The coolant flow system already approached thermal equilibrium conditions at the start
point of this period.
d)

Shutdown transient is the last chronological stage observed during the

period from 90-105 minutes when the system was turned off at 90 minutes. Figure 4.1d
shows the photo of the system at this period. Because the processor was no longer
generating the heat, a decrease in bubbles and eventual cessation of two-phase flow was
apparent during this time.
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Figure 4.1a Photograph of System at Startup State (The Laptop

Displays the Temperatures of Junction, Inlet, and Outlet)

Figure 4.1b Photograph of System around 20 Minutes of Operation
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Figure 4.1c Photograph of System after 60 Minutes of Operating

Figure 4.1d Photograph of System at Shutting Down Time (100 Minutes)
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4.2

Temperature Results of Passive Cooling for Pentium 4 Pin-Type Processor

4.2.1

Passive Cooling for Pentium 4 Pin-Type Processor in 90 Minutes
During the first 2 minutes, the inlet temperature was approximately 23.5oC.

When the power button was pressed and the computer started up, this temperature
slightly increased to 25.8oC at 5 minutes. This change was slow because the bulk liquid
maintained the inlet temperature at a low value. There was a gradual increase in inlet
temperature from 5-10 minutes of operation as seen in Figure 4.2. This temperature
remained steady around 30-32oC for the next 90 minutes. When the computer was shut
down, the inlet temperature decreased to 25.7oC after 15 minutes of cooling.
The outlet temperature began at 25.4oC. When the power button was pressed, this
temperature changed but not significantly until 3 minutes 15 seconds, when it reached
26.7oC.

At 3 minutes 15 seconds and beyond, the outlet temperature increased

substantially. It reached 56.1oC at 3 minutes 43 seconds. The change was 29.4oC in 28
seconds, which was an increase of 1.05oC/second. Figure 4.2 shows a very steep slope
because the processor generated a large amount of heat on system startup. The heat from
the processor increased the liquid temperature, and bubbles of FC-72 were apparent. The
outlet temperature remained almost constant between a range of 56-59oC for the next 90
minutes while the computer operated in a steady state as was seen in Figure 4.2. It is
because FC-72 vaporized whenever the temperature was higher than its boiling point
(56oC), and maintained a stable temperature. After 95 minutes of operation, the computer
was shut down and the outlet temperature decreased gradually for 15 minutes until it
reached 28oC (approximately the initial temperature).
performed well throughout the operating period.

In general, the computer
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Figure 4.2 Temperature Profile of the Pentium 4 Northwood Pin-Type
Processor in 90 Minutes of Operating

Using the equation 2.17 with the starting temperature was recorded at 121
seconds (starting time of the computer), the ending temperature was recorded at 5701
seconds (the time of computer shutdown), the following results were obtained:
5701

The average inlet temperature 

T

in

121

(5701  121)

 30.1 oC

5701

The average outlet temperature 

T

out

121

(5701  121)

 57.1 oC

Therefore, the difference between these two temperatures was ΔT = 57.1 – 30.1 =
27oC. The mass flow rates were calculated based on the following equation:


Qoverall  m . 

Tout

Tin



c p dT  m . H vap  Qenvir
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By calculating the heat loss from the processor to the environment, the value of
heat loss was 0.29W << 81.9W (Detailed calculations are presented in Appendix B1).
Thus, the environmental loss was neglected and the above equation becomes:


Qoverall  m . 

Tout

Tin



c p dT  m . H vap

where cp= 1.1 (J/g. Δ°C) and ΔHvap = 88 (J/g) (from Table 1.1). Since the value cp is
independent on temperature, the equation was rewritten as follows:




Qoverall  m . c p . T  m . H vap


Qoverall  m .(c p . T  H vap )
In the low power operation of the Northwood pin-type processor Qlow = 81.9 W =
81.9 J/s (Table 3.2) and the low mass flow rate calculated as:

Qlow
mlow 

(c p . T  H )
(1.101

81.9



J
s

J
J
.(27) oC  88 )
o
g. C
g

 0.696

g
s

However, the Northwood pin-type processor can perform at a high power
operation with Qhigh = 109 W = 109 J/s (Appendix A1). The high mass flow rate was
recalculated:



mhigh 

Qhigh
(c p . T  H )

109


(1.101

J
s

J
J
.(27) oC  88 )
o
g. C
g

 0.926

g
s

(Detail calculations using a Mathcad Program are presented in Appendix C1).
Therefore, the mass flow rate of the Pentium 4 Northwood pin-type processor was
in the range of 0.696-0.926 g/s.
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4.2.2

Passive Cooling for Pentium 4 Pin-Type Processor in 12 Hours
In order to prove that the passive cooling system using FC-72 as a coolant can

operate for a long period, 12 hours of operation of the Pentium 4 Northwood processor
were recorded. Data results plotted in Figure 4.3 showed that the trend lines in 12 hours
of operation were similar to those in 90 minutes of operation.

The average inlet

temperature was 32.8oC and the average outlet temperature was 57.5oC. These values
were slightly higher than those in 90 minutes of operation. The inlet temperature in 12
hours was 9% higher than in 90 minutes of operation. This higher temperature was
understandable since the inlet temperature built up when the processor operated for a
long period. The outlet temperature in 12 hours was only 0.7% higher than in 90 minutes
of operation because FC-72 reached its boiling point. However, the inlet and outlet
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Figure 4.3 Temperature Profile of the Pentium 4 Northwood Pin-Type
Processor in 12 Hours of Operating
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temperature remained at the steady state until the computer was shut down. The mass
flow rates in 12 hours of operation were 0.711 g/s for low operation and 0.946 g/s for
high operation (Appendix C1). Both differences were only 2.2% higher than in 90
minutes of operation. These differences are so small that they could be neglected, and 12
hours of operation could be considered the same to 90 minutes of operation. The system
performance was stable during the operation period. These results proved that passive
cooling using FC-72 was completely applicable for the Pentium 4 Northwood processor
for at least 12 hours.

4.3

Temperature Results of Passive Cooling for Pentium 4 Button-Type Processor

4.3.1

Passive Cooling for Pentium 4 Button-Type Processor During 90 Minutes
The temperature trend lines in Figure 4.4 of the Prescott button-type processor

were similar to those of the pin-type. By applying similar calculation as above, the
average inlet temperature was 30.1oC while the average outlet temperature was 57.1oC.
These average temperatures did not change compared to those of the Northwood buttontype processor despite the difference between their typical powers.

Perhaps the

difference between their typical powers is only 2.56%. However, the outlet temperature
of button-type processor changed significantly from 27.5oC (at 3 minutes 38 seconds) to
56.1oC (at 3 minutes 54 seconds), which was 28.6oC in 16 seconds, and equalized to
1.8oC/second. This change was much faster than that of the pin-type processor, and it
created a very steep slope as seen in Figure 4.4. This faster change is explained by the
higher power of Prescott processor. Nevertheless, when the processor was in steady
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state, temperatures reached the same value in the range of 56-60.6oC. In general, the
computer operated stable during 90 minutes.
The difference between the inlet and outlet temperature was 27oC. The heat loss
from the button-type processor to environment was 0.327W << 84W, and was neglected,
see Appendix B2 for the detailed calculations. The button-type processor operated in a
low power case with Qlow = 84 W (Table 3.2). In this case, the low mass flow rate was
0.714 g/s, and the high mass flow rate (with assumption the high power Qhigh = 109 W)
was 0.926 g/s.

(Detailed calculations using a Mathcad Program are presented in

Appendix C2). Therefore, the mass flow rate of the Pentium 4 Prescott button-type
processor was in the range of 0.714 - 0.926 g/s. Generally, the mass flow rates for the
button-type processor were almost equal to those of the pin-type processor. Once again,
these results can be explained by the fact that they possess nearly the same thermal
design power.

4.3.2

Passive Cooling for Pentium 4 Button-Type Processor During 12 Hours
Similarly, this test was to prove the passive cooling system could operate over an

extended period. Data results plotted in Figure 4.5 shows that the trend line of 12 hours
operation is similar to that of 90 minutes operation. The average inlet temperature was
34.9oC, while the average outlet temperature was 57.4oC. The mass flow rate for low
operation was 0.745 g/s, for high operation was 0.967 g/s (Appendix C2). These values
were generally higher than those in 90 minutes operation were. In detail, the differences
were 4.8% for low operation, and 2.2% for high operation. These differences could be
considered small with the same reason as in the Northwood case. The mass flow rates
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of the button-type in 12 hours were slightly higher than those in the pin-type were
(around 4.4%). The computer performance was also stable during the operation period.
Generally, the passive cooling using FC-72 as a coolant was completely applicable for
the Pentium 4 Prescott pin-type processor for at least 12 hours.

4.4

Temperature Results for Passive Cooling of the Core i3 Processor

4.4.1

Passive Cooling for the Core i3 Processor in 90 Minutes
The inlet temperature of the Core i3 processor started at 23oC and reached a peak

of 29.6oC at 42 minutes 28 seconds (see Figure 4.6). The maximum difference in inlet
temperature was only 6.6oC. It was a small difference because the Core i3 processor did
not generate as much heat (its thermal power design is only 54W in comparison to 81.984W of the Pentium 4). Due to the same reason, the average inlet temperature was only
26oC, which was lower than that of the Pentium 4s (30.1oC).
The outlet temperature changed significantly after 5 minutes 25 seconds of
operation. At that time, it reached 29oC and increased to 56.2oC at 7 minutes 14 seconds.
The difference was 27.2oC in 109 seconds, which was an increase of 0.25oC/second. This
increase was much slower than that of the Pentium 4s. It was because the lower power of
Core i3 generated less heat compare to Pentium 4s. The average outlet temperature was
55.6oC. This temperature was lower than those of the Pentium 4s because the heat
generated by the Core i3 processor was not high enough to maintain the outlet
temperature at high values when compared to the Pentium 4s. However, the outlet
temperature remained in the range of 56-60.2oC while the computer worked steadily and
very stable.
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Figure 4.6 Inlet and Outlet Temperatures for the Core i3 Processor with FC-72
Cooling in 90 minutes of Operating

The difference between outlet and inlet temperatures in this case were ΔT =
29.6oC. As a result, the heat loss from Core i3 processor to the environment was 0.266
W (Appendix B3), and could be neglected. The mass flow rate of Core i3 processor was
0.324 g/s (Appendix C3). This mass flow rate was lower than those of the Pentium 4s
because its no-load power is less than the Pentium 4s. The result showed the relationship
between the processor powers and mass flow rates. In addition, the computer operated
stablely during 90 minutes. Thus, the passive cooling using FC-72 as a coolant was
applicable for Core i3 processor.
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4.4.2 Passive Cooling for Core i3 Processor up to 12 Hours
The temperature trend line for 12 hours operation was similar to that of 90
minutes operation as seen in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. The inlet average temperature
was 28.2oC, the outlet average temperature was 55.5oC, so the difference was ΔT =
27.3oC. By using similar calculations, the mass flow rate was 0.331 g/s (Appendix C3),
and was much lower than those of the Pentium 4s. The Core i3 performance was also
stable during this long operation. Therefore, the Core i3 processor could absolutely
operate at a steady state for at least 12 hours.
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Figure 4.7 Temperature of the Core i3 Processor with FC-72 Cooling up
to 12 Hours of Operating

All of the aforementioned results from the three processors are summarized in
Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Temperature and Mass Flow Rate Results for the Three
Processors Studied Under Passive Cooling

Type of Processor

Average Average

ΔT

Low Mass

High Mass

o

Flow Rate

Flow Rate

(g/s)

(g/s)

Inlet T

Outlet T

(oC)

(oC)

30.1

57.1

27

0.696

0.926

32.8

57.5

24.7

0.711

0.946

30.1

57.1

27

0.714

0.926

34.9

57.4

22.5

0.745

0.967

Core i3 - 90 minutes

26

55.6

29.6

0.324

Core i3 - 12 hours

28.2

55.5

27.3

0.331

Pentium 4 Pin-type

( C)

- 90 minutes
Pentium 4 Pin-type
- 12 hours
Pentium 4 Button-type
- 90 minutes
Pentium 4 Button-type
- 12 hours
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4.5

System Stability Test for Processor Operations
To test the system stability when the processors operated under different

conditions, no-load and full-load operations were investigated using the System Stability
Test function in AIDA64 Extreme software. This function used the stress-testing module
to drive the processors to their power limit. Temperature, cooling fan, voltages, powers,
and CPU clocks were monitored while the stress test was applied. This function is a
useful tool to evaluate the stability and reliability of the processor operation.

4.5.1

Comparison of No-Load and Full-Load Operation of the Pentium 4 Northwood
Processor Under Passive Cooling
The first processor considered in this study was the Pentium 4 Northwood

Processor. The no-load operation was previously discussed in Section 4.2.1, and its
temperature profile was represented in Figure 4.8a. Due to the version and age of this
processor, its computer performance parameters such as the CPU temperature, voltages,
and powers were not available.

Hence, only the FC-72 fluid temperatures at the

processor inlet and outlet were useful. These results will be used for later comparisons.
The Pentium 4 Northwood Processor was operated under the stress mode up to
100% of CPU usage by the AIDA64 software. Temperature profiles of this experiment
are presented in Figure 4.8b. The stress test started at 10 minutes of computer operation,
at which time the inlet temperature approached to 30oC.

The inlet temperature

continuously increased up to 44.7oC after 33 minutes of operation. Then it remained a
steady state at approximately 43.8oC until 50 minutes. At 50 minutes, the stressed CPU
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was released.

The inlet temperature for the next following 10 minutes gradually

decreased to 43.5oC. The outlet temperature increased quickly from room temperature up
to 56oC at around 3 minutes 20 seconds of operation. This temperature remained around
56-57oC until 10 minutes of operation. After 10 minutes, when the stress test was
applied, the outlet temperature increased from 57 oC to 60oC after 15 minutes. Then it
had some fluctuations from 15-25 minutes. These fluctuations will be discussed in detail
in next section. From 25-50 minutes, the outlet temperature reached a steady state
temperature at around 57.5oC. When the processor was unstressed at 50oC, temperatures
decreased back to 56.5oC (very close to the boiling point of FC-72 and remained there for
the next 10 minutes. Overall, the trend lines for inlet and outlet temperatures under the
full-load operation (Figure 4.8b) were much different from those under the no-load
operation (Figure 4.8a).
In the full-load operation, the outlet temperature showed some fluctuations in 1525 minutes before it reached steady state. These fluctuations were the result of stress. As
compared to the no-load condition, the processor at the full-load operation generated heat
at a much higher rate. It is speculated that by absorbing the heat at a high rate, the fluid
FC-72 near the processor circuit were rapidly converted to superheated vapor bubbles and
exited at the outlet. Subsequently, the thermocouple at the outlet initially read the
superheated vapor temperature. Due to the superheated gas generated, the fluid flow
fluctuated.

The fluid still in the liquid phase temporally passed through the

thermocouples. Hence, the outlet temperature during 15-25 minutes fluctuated as seen in
Figure 4.8b. As the fluid condition was approaching thermal equilibrium, the outlet
temperature reached steady state.
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In quantitative comparison between the no-load and full-load conditions, the
average temperatures at the inlet and outlet during the stress test were approximately
40.7oC and 57.6 C, respectively. Hence, the average inlet temperature under the full-load
operation was 35.2% higher than under no-load operation, while only an increase of 0.9%
was observed on the outlet temperatures. Even though the processor was operated at the
full-load condition, the outlet temperature hardly changed at all. It was because the liquid
FC-72 already reached its boiling point at the processor outlet for the both conditions.
The results demonstrate the benefits of using the passive cooling method with the FC-72
for the entire range of processor loading. In addition, the passive cooling technique using
FC-72 is a very promising technique for the future increases in clocking speed of the
CPU in computer system. It should be noticed that the similar passive cooling system
can be used with other liquids having low boiling points, such as FC-87 (boiling point of
30oC) when a lower processor temperature is needed.
Based on the steady state inlet and outlet temperatures, the estimated mass flow
rate of FC-72 coolant for this operation was 1.057 g/s (Appendix C4). This mass flow
rate was 51.87% higher than the one of the no-load operation. Although the mass flow
rates increased, the system was still stable. Once again, the outlet temperature remained
around the boiling point of FC-72 (56oC) at both the no-load or full-load operations.
Hence, the FC-72 is capable of cooling the Pentium 4 Northwood even in a full-load
operation.
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4.5.2

Comparison of No-Load and Full-Load Operation of the Core i3 Processor Using
Passive Cooling
For these experiments of passively cooling the Core i3 under the full-load

operation, temperatures at the coolant inlet and outlet of the processor were recoded and
plotted in Figure 4.9b. The temperature curves of the no-load operation that was already
discussed in Section 4.4.1, and was shown in Figure 4.9a for easy comparison. When the
stress-CPU was applied, the inlet temperature increased from 25oC to 35oC-37oC at
steady state. This temperature remained constant throughout the stress-CPU period until
it decreased due to termination of the stress test.
A trend of the outlet temperature for the full-load operation was different as
compared to the one of the no-load. The maximum outlet temperature for the full-load
test was 61oC at around 10 minutes of operations. It should be noted that this outlet
temperature fluctuated in the time span of 17-27 minutes.

The reason for these

fluctuations was similar to the one in the case of the Pentium 4. Briefly, the heat
generated at a higher rate caused flow fluctuation. Beyond this fluctuation period, the
outlet temperature became steady around 56-57oC. The steady state temperatures were
recorded from 30-50 minutes of operation, which gave 36oC for the inlet temperature and
56oC for the outlet one, resulted in the maximum mass flow rate of 0.625 g/s (see
Appendix C5 for detail calculation), which was 94.7% higher than that of the no-load
operation.

Although temperatures between the two conditions were different, both

temperature trends were eventually stable.
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Figure 4.9 Temperature of the Core i3 Processor with FC-72 Cooling under (a)
No-load Operation, (b) Full-load Operation
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4.5.3

Comparison of Pentium4 to i3 Processors under No-load and Full-load Operations
Although the results of running the Pentium 4 Northwood and Core i3 processors

under no-load operation were already presented in Section 4.4, the research efforts also
focused on the case for the full-load condition. The test results will assist in identifying
the difference of temperatures and powers between the load operations for the two
processors when using the passive cooling methods. The no-load operation results of
the Pentium 4 Northwood and Core i3 were plotted in Figure 4.10 while their full-load
results were plotted in Figure 4.11. The inlet temperature curves for the both processors
in the full-load case have the similar trends starting from the computer startup to the
steady state and ending at shutdown. Similar behavior was also noticed on the outlet
temperatures of the both processors.
When experimenting under the stress conditions, the power of the Pentium 4
Northwood processor increased from 81.9 W to 109W (33%), while the average power of
the Core i3 increased from 39.1W at the no-load to 69.4W at the full-load (an increase of
77.49%). The difference of the power increase between the two processors might suggest
that the Core i3 would require a higher increase in the coolant mass flow rate compared
to that of the Pentium 4. In fact, the mass flow rate of Pentium 4 increased 51.87% and
that of Core i3 increased 94.7%. These results showed a closed correlation between the
powers and the mass flow rates.
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Figure 4.10 Temperature Profiles of (a) Pentium 4 Northwood and (b) Core i3
Processors with FC-72 Cooling under No-load Operation
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with FC-72 Cooling under Full-load Operation
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4.5.4

Comparison of Traditional and Passive Cooling Techniques for the Core i3
Processor under No-load Operation
The next processor considered in this study was the Core i3 processor. The

AIDA64 software was able to access and display entire performance and operating
parameters for this processor since the information is available on this newer-generation
processor. For evaluating the new cooling method, both the traditional and passive liquid
cooling techniques were studied under no-load and full-load operations.
Under the no-load operation using the traditional fan cooling, the performance
data including CPU usage, memory usage, CPU clock, as well as temperature and power
of the processor Core i3 are presented in Figure 4.12. For this operation, the CPU usage,
as shown in both the built-in Windows Task Manager and the AIDA64 software, was 1112% while the CPU clock shown by the AIDA64 and memory usage shown by the Task
Manager, were 3.393 GHz and 1.86 GB, respectively, as found in the rectangles a and b
in Figure 4.12. The Core i3 processor temperature was 58oC (as shown in rectangle c)
within its normal operating temperature range. The total power was 26.12 W (shown in
rectangle d), which was only 48.4% of the designated power of the processor.
When using the passive liquid cooling along with the same no-load conditions,
CPU usage was 7-8%, which was lower than that of the traditional cooling. The CPU
clock was 3.392 GHz and the memory usage was 1.90 GB (in rectangles a and b of
Figure 4.13), which were similar to those of the traditional cooling. However, the CPU
temperature in this case was 65oC (in rectangle c), which was 12% higher than that of
traditional cooling. The total power of the processor for this passive cooling experiment
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was 37.12W (rectangle d), which was 68.7% of the designed maximum power. The
power was 42.11% higher than the power in traditional cooling case.
The differences in temperature and power for this processor using these two
cooling methods could be explained by the characteristic of each cooling method. While
the fan removed the heat immediately whenever it was generated, the FC-72 had to
postpone the heat removal until reaching its boiling point. Therefore, the processor
temperature in the FC-72 cooling was higher than that of the traditional cooling. When
the processor operated at a high temperature, it had a higher resistance. As a result, its
operating power was higher. However, the passive cooling method using the FC-72
coolant does not require the power for operation as the tradition fan cooling does while
both the methods are able to maintain the stable temperature of the processor.
Table 4.2 and Figure 4.14 show the processor temperature and power results for
the two cooling techniques during a 60-minute test. Temperature profiles in traditional
cooling were within a range of 58-62.5oC with an average of 59.4oC. This temperature
was higher at the initial time. Its trend line shows a steady state operation of computer.
Temperature profiles in passive cooling technique were more fluctuant than in traditional
cooling. Its temperature was in a range of 65.5-70oC which was higher than that of
traditional cooling. The high temperature in the passive cooling case at the initial time
was probably related to the large amount of heat created during computer started up. The
average temperature in passive cooling was 67.5oC, which was 13.6% higher than that of
traditional cooling.
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Figure 4.12 AIDA64 System Stability Test and Windows Task Manager Results for Traditional Cooling under No-load
Operation (Start Not Enabled)
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Figure 4.13 AIDA64 System Stability Test and Windows Task Manager Results for Passive Liquid
Cooling under No-load Operation (Start Not Enabled)
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Table 4.2 Temperature and Power Profiles in Passive Cooling versus Fan
Cooling Technique under No-load Operation

Time

Temperature-

Power-

Temperature-

Power-

(min)

Fan (oC)

Fan (W)

FC-72 (oC)

FC-72 (W)

5

62.5

29.6

70.0

45.7

10

57.5

26.3

68.0

39.9

15

58.0

26.3

65.5

37.2

20

59.0

27.0

67.5

39.2
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59.0

26.5

68.5
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Figure 4.14 Temperature and Power Profiles in Passive Cooling versus Fan
Cooling Technique under No-load Operation

The trend line of power was similar to that of temperature. The power values in
traditional cooling were within the range of 26.1-29.6W, with an average of 26.7W. The
power in passive cooling was more fluctuant than in traditional cooling. They were in the
range of 37.1-45.7W with an average of 39.1W, or 46.4% higher than that of traditional
cooling. However, if the fan power of 6W was counted in traditional cooling, the
difference in power in these two techniques is 19.6%, which correlates to the difference
in temperature. The reason of this difference was similar to that discussed above.
In general, the temperature and power profiles of the passive cooling were slightly
higher than that of the traditional cooling. However, these are just some preliminary
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efforts to prove that the passive cooling can cool the processors. Based on this evidence,
more advanced methods could be implemented to improve the heat transfer of the passive
cooling process. One recommendation is to consider FC-87 as a coolant because FC-87
has a lower boiling point than that of FC-72. Another suggestion is to create more inlet
and outlet tubes for increasing the mass flow rates as well as heat transfer of FC-72.
In comparison with the traditional fan air cooling technique, the passive liquid
cooling technique also performed well and maintained the CPU temperature at a steady
value. This was strong evidence that passive cooling technique using FC-72 can be
applied for cooling processors.

4.5.5

Comparison of Traditional and Passive Cooling Techniques for the Core i3
Processor under Full-load Operation
Under full-load operation in traditional cooling, the CPU usage jumped from 13%

to 100% as seen in Figure 4.15. The CPU clock decreased to 2.794 GHz and sometime to
2.594 GHz, while the memory usage increased to 15.3 GB, which was 95.6% of the total
memory as seen in rectangles a and b. The CPU temperature increased to 91oC (shown in
rectangle c) and the total power was 47.4 W (shown in rectangle d), which was 87.78%
of the design power. Under the same conditions, the passive cooling using FC-72 also
had CPU usage of 100% and the memory usage up to 15.3 GB as seen in Figure 4.16.
The CPU clock was still at 3.392 GHz but sometime it decreased to2.895 GHz (shown in
rectangles a and b). The CPU temperature was 90oC (shown in rectangle c), which was
slightly lower than that of traditional cooling. However, the total power in passive
cooling was 68.24W (shown in rectangle d), which was 126.4% of the design power.
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Table 4.3 and Figure 4.17 showed temperature and power profiles for the two
cooling techniques during a 60-minute test. During the first 10 minutes, the processor
temperature in traditional cooling was around 57.5-58oC. As soon as the stress-CPU
function was applied, this temperature increased quickly to 90oC and remained there for
the next 40 minutes. When the CPU was unstressed, temperatures decreased to 61.560oC. The average temperature in the stress-CPU period was 90.3oC. For the passive
cooling technique, its temperature was around 69.5-70oC during the first 10 minutes.
When the stress-CPU function was applied, this temperature increased to 86oC in 15
minutes, then 87oC at 20 minutes, and finally remained at 90oC in 25-50 minutes of
operation. When the CPU was unstressed, temperatures decreased to 66oC at 55 minutes
and 64.5oC at 60 minutes. The average temperature in the stress-CPU period was 88.8oC.
This temperature was slightly lower than that of the traditional cooling, and the increase
of temperature in passive cooling was slower than that of traditional cooling. Although
FC-72 created a higher temperature than traditional cooling under no-load operation, it
maintained a more stable temperature than in full-load operation.
The power trend lines were similar to temperature trend lines in both cases. In
traditional cooling, the power was around 28W when the computer was at no-load
operation. When the stress-CPU function was applied, the power increased quickly to
47.8W and remained almost steady for the next 40 minutes.

When the CPU was

unstressed, the power decreased to 28.4W. The average power in stress-CPU period was
47.6W. In passive cooling, the power profile started around 40.5-42W during the first 10
minutes. When the stress-CPU function was applied, this power increased to 67.6W over
15 minutes.

When the CPU was unstressed, the power decreased to 39.7W.
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Figure 4.15 AIDA64 System Stability Test and Windows Task Manager Results for
Traditional Cooling under Full-load Operation (Start Enabled)
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Figure 4.16 AIDA64 System Stability Test and Windows Task Manager Results for
Passive Liquid Cooling under Full-load Operation (Start Enabled)
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Table 4.3 Temperature and Power Profiles in Passive Cooling versus Fan Cooling
Technique under Full-load Operation
Time

Temperature-

Power-

Temperature-

Power-

(min)

Fan (oC)

Fan (W)

FC-72 (oC)

FC-72 (W)

5

57.5

28.0

70.0

42.1

10

58.0

28.1

69.5

40.5

15

90.0

47.8

83.0

67.6

20

89.5

46.5

87.0

71.4

25

90.0

47.2

90.0

70.8

30

91.0

48.2

90.0

70.9

35

90.5

47.6

90.0

73.2

40

90.0

48.3

90.0

67.3

45

91.0

47.4

90.0

68.2

50

90.0

48.0

90.0

66.2

55

61.5

28.5

66.0

39.7

60

60.0

28.4

64.5

39.7
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Figure 4.17 Temperature and Power Profiles in Passive Cooling versus Fan
Cooling Technique under Full-load Operation
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The average power in the stress-CPU time was 69.4W, which was 29.5% higher than fan
cooling when the fan voltage of 6W was included. Although the CPU was stressed, the
passive liquid cooling technique still performed well to maintain the CPU temperature at
a steady value. This was evidence that passive cooling technique using FC-72 was
applicable. Moreover, the passive cooling does not require fans that continuously
consume power; it is not sensitive to dust in the cooling system and reduces noise
pollution when applied.

4.6

Comparison Between Traditional Cooling and Passive Cooling Techniques
By using the passive cooling technique, the fan can be removed. Therefore, the

material and the cost to make the fan can be saved. The processor covers are currently
made from copper can also be replaced by less expensive materials such as plastic,
because copper conduction is not needed when the liquid cooling can remove the heat
directly from the processor by convective boiling.

Ultimately, the passive cooling

technique using FC-72 solve the prolems of noise, vibration and dust.
This chapter presented the results and discussions of the experiments
accomplished with the three processors. The next chapter concludes the thesis and offers
some recommendations for future studies.

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The passive cooling technique using FC-72 as a coolant have been investigated on
the two types of the Pentium 4 and one Core i3 processors. The no-load and full-load
operations of the Pentium 4 Northwood and Core i3 processors were compared to test the
system stability. The passive cooling technique versus the current fan cooling technique
were also compared under no-load and full-load operations. Primary conclusions are
presented in this final chapter, and recommendations are proposed for future works.

5.1

Conclusions
1. The passive liquid cooling technique using FC-72 as a coolant is an applicable

cooling method for electronic devices. Specifically, three types of processors: Pentium 4
Northwood pin-type, Pentium 4 Prescott button-type, and Core i3 could operate in a
steady state for up to 12 hours.
2. For the Pentium 4 Northwood pin-type processor, the average inlet temperature of
FC-72 was 30.1oC, the average outlet temperature was 57.1oC, resulted in the mass flow
rate in the range of 0.696-0.926 g/s. Since the density of FC-72 is 1.6 g/cm3, the mass
flow rates resulted in volumetric flow rates in the range of 0.435-0.579 cm3/s.
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3. For the Pentium 4 Prescott button-type processor, the average inlet temperature of
FC-72 was 30.1oC, the average outlet temperature was 57.1oC. The mass flow rate was
in the range of 0.711-0.926 g/s, which correlated to the volumetric flow rate of 0.4440.579cm3/s.
4. For the Core i3 Haswell button-type processor, the average inlet temperature of
FC-72 was 26oC, the average outlet temperature was 55.6oC. Its mass flow rate was
0.324 g/s, resulted in the volumetric flow rate of 0.203cm3/s. These flow rates were
lower than those of Northwood and Prescott processors.
5. The passive cooling system was stable in the tests of the Pentium 4 Northwood
and Core i3 processors under no-load and full-load operation in the studied period.
Although the average temperatures were different, their trend lines were similar.
6. Under no-load operation, temperature profiles in the passive cooling system were
almost the same as the one in the fan cooling system.

The average power of the

processor in passive cooling was slightly higher than in traditional cooling.
7. Under full-load operation, temperature profiles in passive cooling were also
similar to the one in fan cooling, but the outlet temperature in passive cooling increased
more slowly than in traditional cooling. The average power passive cooling was slightly
higher than the one in traditional cooling.
8. In comparison to the traditional cooling technique, the passive cooling technique
saved valuable energy, materials, and money. In addition, it eliminated the noise, dust,
and vibration problems associated with traditional cooling. It also eliminates electrical
hazards in traditional liquid cooling system should a leak occur.
technology for the future.

It is a promising
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5.2

Recommendations
1. Future studies should be conducted using the Intel Core i5 and i7 processors.

Unlike the Pentium 4s and Core i3, these new processors have the ability to operate at
overclock CPU frequencies, so more comparisons can be studied between the two
cooling methods.
2. The processor can be redesigned with removing the copper cover and replacing by
a transparent plastic cover.

By alternating the design, the vapor formation can be

monitored visually and useful information on boiling and vaporizing can be collected.
The redesigned processor Core i5 for the future work is presented in Figure 5.1. This
redesigned processor was made by me and a new graduated student under advisor’s
instruction. The process of collecting data for the new processors will be similar to the
process in this thesis, and it will be mentored to the new graduated student. This
processor will be tested at various frequencies in the future thesis.

Figure 5.1 The Core i5 Processor Redesigned for Future Works
3. The change in height of the liquid tank can be studied to investigate the effects of
the pressure on temperatures as well as the heat transfer of passive cooling technique.
4. Other liquids such as FC-87 with the boiling point 30oC can be studied. It can be
useful for the overclock demands on the processors.

APPENDIX A
CPU Information from AIDA 64 software
APPENDIX A.1 Information of Northwood Pin-Type Processor
Field

Value
CPU information

CPU Type

Intel Pentium 4, 3000 MHz (15 x 200)

CPU Alias

Northwood

CPU Stepping

D1

Instruction Set

x86, MMX, SSE, SSE2

Original Clock

3000 MHz

Min / Max CPU Multiplier

15x / 15x

Engineering Sample

No

L1 Trace Cache

12K Instructions

L1 Data Cache

8 KB

L2 Cache

512 KB (On-Die, ECC, ATC, Full-Speed)
CPU Physical Info

Package Type

478 Pin FC-PGA2

Package Size

35 mm x 35 mm

Transistors

55 million

Process Technology

6M, 0.13 um, CMOS, Cu, Low-K

Die Size

131 mm2

Core Voltage

1.475 - 1.55 V

I/O Voltage

1.475 - 1.55 V

Typical Power

38.7 – 81.9.0 W (depending on clock speed)

Maximum Power

49 - 109 W (depending on clock speed)
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APPENDIX A.2 Information of Prescott Button-Type Processor

Field

Value
CPU information

CPU Type

Intel Pentium 4, 3000 MHz (15 x 200)

CPU Alias

Prescott

CPU Stepping

E0

Instruction Set

x86, MMX, SSE, SSE2, SSE3

Original Clock

3000 MHz

Min / Max CPU Multiplier

14x / 15x

Engineering Sample

No

L1 Trace Cache

12K Instructions

L1 Data Cache

16 KB

L2 Cache

1 MB (On-Die, ECC, ATC, Full-Speed)
CPU Manufacturer

Company Name
Product Information
Driver Update

Intel Corporation
http://ark.intel.com/search.aspx?q=Intel
Pentium 4 530J
http://www.aida64.com/driver-updates
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APPENDIX A.3 Information of Core i3 Processor

Field

Value
CPU information

CPU Type

Dual Core Intel Core i3-4130, 3400 MHz

CPU Alias

Haswell-DT

CPU Stepping

C0

Instruction Set

x86, x86-64, MMX, SSE, SSE2, SSE3, SSSE3,
SSE4.1, SSE4.2, AVX, AVX2, FMA, AES

Original Clock

3400 MHz

Min / Max CPU Multiplier

8x / 34x

Engineering Sample

No

L1 Code Cache

32 KB per core

L1 Data Cache

32 KB per core

L2 Cache

256 KB per core (On-Die, ECC, Full-Speed)

L3 Cache

3 MB (On-Die, ECC, Full-Speed)
CPU Physical Info

Package Type

1150 Contact FC-LGA

Package Size

37.5 mm x 37.5 mm

Process Technology

22 nm, CMOS, Cu, High-K + Metal Gate

Typical Power

54 W
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APPENDIX B
Calculation of the Heat Loss to the Environment using Mathcad
APPENDIX B1 - Calculation of the Heat Loss to the Environment of Pentium 4Northwood Processor

Apply the theory introduced in Chapter 2
Given
Assume the temperature at the surface is the average outlet temperature
Ts  56.8 °C
The temperature of the environment is
Te  22 °C

The width of the processor is
Wp  0.031m

The length of the processor is
Lp  0.031m

So, the final temperature is
Tf 

Ts  Te
 312.55 K
2

Tf  39.4 °C




1
3 1
 3.199  10
Tf
K

At 39.4 oC we can have some values of air properties from the website
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/air-properties-d_156.html
Thermal conductivity

 W 

 mK 

k  0.0271

 W   0.027  W

m°C
 mK 

k  0.0271
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Kinematic viscosity


 2
6 m
 
 s 

 16.97 10

Prandtl's number

Pr  0.711
Gr 





3

g  Ts  Te Wp


5

 1.13  10

2

So, the Rayleigh number can be found:
4

Ra  GrPr  8.031  10

We can see 104 < Ra < 109, so
1
4

Nu  0.59 Ra  9.932
h 

Nuk
W
 8.683 
2
Lp
m °C





Qenv  hWp Lp  Ts  Te  0.29 W
Since 0.29 W << 81.9 W,
So, the heat transfer from the processor to the environment
can be neglected.
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APPENDIX B2 - Calculation of the Heat Loss to the Environment of Pentium 4Prescott Processor

Apply the theory introduced in Chapter 2
Given
Assume the temperature at the surface is the average outlet temperature
Ts  57.1 °C

The temperature of the environment is
Te  22 °C

The width of the processor is
Wp  0.033m

The length of the processor is
Lp  0.033m

So, the final temperature is
Tf 

Ts  Te
 312.7 K
2

Tf  39.55 °C




1
3 1
 3.198  10 
Tf
°C

At 39.55 oC we can have some values of air properties from the website
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/air-properties-d_156.html
Thermal conductivity

 W 

 mK 

k  0.0271

 W   W

m°C
 mK 

k  0.0271

Kinematic viscosity


 2
6 m

 16.97 10

 
 s 
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Prandtl's number

Pr  0.711
Gr 





3

g  Ts  Te Wp


5

 1.374  10

2

So, the Rayleigh number can be found:
4

Ra  GrPr  9.767  10

We can see 104 < Ra < 109, so
1
4

Nu  0.59 Ra  10.43
h 

Nuk
Lp

 

W
2

m °C





Qenv  hWp Lp  Ts  Te  0.327 W

Since 0.327 W << 84 W,
So the heat transfer for environment can be neglected.
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APPENDIX B3 - Calculation the Heat Loss to the Environment of Core i3
Processor

Apply the theory introduced in Chapter 2
Given
Assume the temperature at the surface is the average outlet temperature
Ts  56 °C

The temperature of the environment is
Te  22 °C

The width of the processor is
Wp  0.030m

The length of the processor is
Lp  0.032m

So, the final temperature is
Tf 

Ts  Te
 312.15 K
2

Tf  39 °C




1
3 1
 3.204  10 
Tf
°C

At 39oC we can have some values of air properties from the website
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/air-properties-d_156.html
Thermal conductivity

 W 

 mK 

k  0.0271

 W   W

m°C
 mK 

k  0.0271

Kinematic viscosity
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 2
6 m
 
 s 

 16.97 10

Prandtl's number

Pr  0.711
Gr 





3

g  Ts  Te Wp


2

5

 1.001  10

So, the Rayleigh number can be found:
4

Ra  GrPr  7.12  10

We can see 104 < Ra < 109, so
1
4

Nu  0.59 Ra  9.638
h 

Nuk
W
 8.162 
2
Lp
m °C





Qenv  hWp Lp  Ts  Te  0.266 W

Since 0.266 W << 54 W,
So the heat transfer for environment can be neglected.
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APPENDIX C
APPENDIX C1 - Calculation the Mass Flow Rate of Northwood Pin-Type Processor

The government equation is


Tbp



QOverall  m .  c p dT  m . HVap  Q Envir
Tss

The properties for FC-72 from Appendix B are:

J
cp  1.1
gm°C

H

 88

J
gm

1) For 90 minutes of operation:
T

pin90m 27°C

To find the mass_flow rate for this problem we will use Mathcad's built-in solve block.
A Solve block can solve systems of up to 400 variables when using the Quasi-Newton or
Conjugate-Gradient solvers. The Levenberg-Marquardt solver is unconstrained, and will
solve any size system. Linear systems can have up to 8192 constraints, and nonlinear
systems up to 200 constraints. To use a solve block we need a Guess with units, theword
Given, followed by a Symbolic Equation(s), and the Variable(s) to be determined as
Find(Variable(s)).

a) Low power case:
The low themal design power of the Northwood pin-type power (Table 2.2) is used in the
goverment equation as the Q value
Qpin_low 81.9watt

Let rewrite ̇ by mass_flowpin_low for the next calculation

Given:
Qpin_low

mass_flowpin_lowcp T pin90m mass_flowpin_lowH

103
Guess

gm
mass_flowpin_low 1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowpin_low  0.696
sec
So, the result is

gm
mass_flowpin_low 0.696
sec

b) High power case
In case of the processor operates at a high power, the values can be recalculated as
follow:
Qpin_high 109watt

Let rewrite ̇ by mass_flowpin_high for the next calculation

Given:
Qpin_high

mass_flowpin_highcp T pin90m mass_flowpin_highH

Guess

gm
mass_flowpin_high 1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowpin_high  0.926
sec
So, the result is

gm
mass_flowpin_high 0.926
sec

2) For 12 hours of operation:
T

pin12h  24.7°C

a) Low power case:
Given:

104
Qpin_low

mass_flowpin_low12hcp T pin12h mass_flowpin_low12hH

Guess

gm
mass_flowpin_low12h 1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowpin_low12h  0.711
sec
So, the result is

gm
mass_flowpin_low 0.711
sec

b) High power case
Qpin_high 109watt

Given:
Qpin_high

mass_flowpin_high12hcp T pin12h mass_flowpin_high12hH

Guess

gm
mass_flowpin_high12h 1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowpin_high12h  0.946
sec
So, the result is

gm
mass_flowpin_high 0.946
sec
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APPENDIX C2 - Calculation the Mass Flow Rate of Northwood Pin-Type Processor

The government equation is




Tbp

QOverall  m .  c p dT  m . HVap  Q Envir
Tss

The properties for FC-72 from Appendix B are:

J
cp  1.1
gm°C

H

 88

J
gm

1) For 90 minutes of operation:
Let rewrite ̇ by mass_flowbutton_low for the next calculation
a) Low power case:
Qbutton_low 84watt

T

button 27°C

Given:
Qbutt on_low

mass_flowbutt on_lowcp T butt on mass_flowbutt on_lowH

Guess

gm
mass_flowbutton_low 1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowbutton_low  0.714
sec
So, the result is

gm
mass_flowbutt on_low 0.714
sec
b) High power case
Qbutton_high 109watt

Let rewrite ̇ by mass_flowbutton_high for the next calculation
Given:
Qbutt on_high mass_flowbutt on_highcp T butt on mass_flowbutt on_highH

Guess
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gm
mass_flowbutton_high 1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowbutton_high  0.926
sec
So, the result is

gm
mass_flowbutton_high 0.926
sec
2) For 12 hours of operation:
a) Low power case:
Qbutton_low 84watt

T

pin12h  24.7°C

Given:
Qbutton_low mass_flowbutton_low12hcp T button12h mass_flowbutton_low12hH
Guess

gm
mass_flowbutton_low12h 1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowbutton_low12h  0.729
sec
So, the result is

gm
mass_flowbutt on_low 0.729
sec
b) High power case
Qbutton_high 109watt

T

pin12h  24.7°C

Given:
Qbutton_high mass_flowbutton_high12hcp T button12h mass_flowbutton_high12hH

Guess

gm
mass_flowbutton_high12h 1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowbutton_high12h  0.946
sec
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APPENDIX C3 - Calculation the Mass Flow Rate of Core i3 Processor

The government equation is


Tbp



QOverall  m .  c p dT  m . HVap  Q Envir
Tss

The properties for FC-72 from Appendix B are:

J
cp  1.1
gm°C

H

 88

J
gm

The power of the Core i3 processor in this case is 39.1W
Qi3  39.1watt

1) For 90 minutes of operation:
i3.90m  29.6°C
m
Let rewrite ̇ by mass_flowi3.90m for the next calculation
T

Given
mass_flowi3.90mcp T i3.90m  mass_flowi3.90mH

Qi3

Guess

gm
mass_flowi3.90m  1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowi3.90m  0.324
sec
2) For 12 hours of operation:
T

i3.12h  27.3°C

Let rewrite ̇ by mass_flowi3.12h for the next calculation
Given
Qi3

mass_flowi3.12hcp T i3.12h  mass_flowi3.12hH

Guess

gm
mass_flowi3.12h  1
sec
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gm
Find mass_flowi3.12h  0.331
sec
So, the result is
gm
mass_flowi3.12h
 0.331
mass_flow
=
0.331
i3.12h
sec
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APPENDIX C4 - Calculation the Mass Flow Rate of Northwood Pin-Type Processor
Under Full-load Condition

The government equation is


Tbp



QOverall  m .  c p dT  m . HVap  Q Envir
Tss

The properties for FC-72 from Appendix B are:

J
cp  1.1
gm°C

H

 88

J
gm

Let rewrite ̇ by mass_flowpin_high for the next calculation
In case of the processor operates at a high power, the values can be recalculated as
follow:
Qpin_high 109watt

T

pin  13.7°C

Given
Qpin_high

mass_flowpin_highcp T pin  mass_flowpin_highH

Guess

gm
mass_flowpin_high 1gm
mass_flowpin_high 1 sec
sec





gm
Find mass_flowpin_high  1.057
sec
So, the result is

gm
mass_flowpin_high 1.057
sec
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APPENDIX C5 - Calculation the Mass Flow Rate of Core i3 under Full and No-load
Condition

The government equation is




Tbp

QOverall  m .  c p dT  m . HVap  Q Envir
Tss

The properties for FC-72 from Appendix B are:

J
cp  1.1
gm°C

H

Qi3.full 69.4watt

T

 88

J
gm

i3  21°C

Let rewrite ̇ by mass_flowi3.full for the next calculation
Given
Qi3.full

mass_flowi3.fullcp T i3  mass_flowi3.fullH

Guess

gm
mass_flowi3.full 1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowi3.full  0.625
sec

If we consider the power at no-load condition as shown by the software (39.1W), then
Qi3.no.load  39.1watt

T

i3.no.load  29.6°C

Let rewrite ̇ by mass_flowi3.no.load for the next calculation
Given
Qi3.no.load

mass_flowi3.no.loadcp T i3.no.load  mass_flowi3.no.loadH

Guess
gm
mass_flowi3.no.load  1
sec





gm
Find mass_flowi3.no.load  0.324
sec
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